EPIC WIRELESS GROUP
605 Coolidge Drive, Suite 100
Folsom, CA 95630
(916) 781-5921
From issuance of search ring to on-air, Epic's proven
approach to site development, modifications, and lease
negotiations maximize speed to market within site
development budget constraints.
Our exceptional team of telecom professionals have collectively built and
managed the modification of thousands of wireless sites for carriers and
tower companies throughout Northern California and Nevada.
OUR SERVICES
SITE ACQUISITION  Epic’s specialists can take a search ring and quickly identify viable candidate properties where
sites can be RF approved, leased, zoned and constructed in a timely manner. By focusing acquisition on quality sites
with advantageous schedule capabilities, Epic can shorten the lead-time on leasing and zoning approvals to
expedite the project into the construction phase and bring sites on-air efficiently.
ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING  We provide facility designs that fulfill both the functional and aesthetic
requirements of the jurisdiction and the client, from simple to complex. We design to ensure that permit
acquisition and construction proceed effectively. We work closely with our clients to ensure that their schedules
are maintained.
LAND USE PLANNING & PERMITTING  Epic's years of experience, longstanding relationships with many
communities and targeted professional specialties help avoid red tape and move ventures smoothly through the
required processes.
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT  By focusing on the essential elements of project success — seamless single-point
responsibility, technology expertise, rapid mobilization, resource optimization, flexibility, and safety — Epic meets
clients’ objectives for time to market, team member reliability, product quality, and cost control.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  Epic’s construction professionals have
what it takes to design and construct telecommunications facilities. Our
experience, flexibility, quality processes and most importantly, focus on
safety, ensure successful wireless deployments. Epic Wireless has
experienced Construction Managers who understand what it takes to
design a site that can be built quickly and efficiently.
Epic's most recently awarded contracts include new site builds, small cell
sites, polygons, generator adds, HUB upgrades, antennae adds, and many
other site modifications. These projects have allowed Epic to move
forward as one of the leading professional services companies in Northern
California.
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For more than 16
years, EPIC has
successfully helped
clients achieve their
telecommunications
goals through rapid
wireless deployment
at minimal
operational costs.

